The stochastic dynamics of the multi-state voter model is investigated on a class of complex networks made of non-overlapping cliques, each hosting a political candidate and interacting with the others via Erdős-Rényi links. Numerical simulations of the model are interpreted in terms of an ad-hoc mean field theory, specifically tuned to resolve the inter/intra-clique interactions. Under a proper definition of the thermodynamic limit (with the average degree of the agents kept fixed while increasing the network size), the model is found to display the empirical scaling discovered by Fortunato and Castellano (2007) [1], while the vote distribution resembles roughly that observed in Brazilian elections.
Introduction
In a fairly recent paper [1] , Fortunato and Castellano (FC) show that the excess of the number of votes received in proportional elections by candidates over the average number of votes per intra-party competitor has a universal distribution, invariant in time and independent of the country. The analysis performed in [1] focuses in particular on the political elections held along the past fifty years in Italy, Poland and Finland. In order to interpret the empirical evidence, FC propose a word of mouth model, where political opinions originate from the candidates and propagate down stochastic trees. With an appropriate choice of the underlying parameters, the model reproduces faithfully the observed voting behavior.
A more recent extension of the above analysis to a larger pool of countries [2] confirms the universal trend in Denmark and Estonia, but proves it to be hopelessly broken in countries such as Brazil, Slovenia, Greece, etc. In each of these, the probability law of the intra-party excess of votes displays specific deviations from the universal FC curve, while persisting in time. Therefore, the discrepancies -as the authors of [2] claim -are "likely to be due to peculiar differences in the election rules". An interesting and not understood case is indeed represented by Brazil, which has been first studied in [3] . Here, voting is compulsory, though a justification form for not voting can be filled at election centers and post offices. Compulsory voting can be hardly encoded in the word of mouth model by FC without introducing major modifications, thus it makes sense to approach the Brazilian case differently. The search for a dynamical model reproducing at least qualitatively the Brazilian pattern is the main phenomenological motivation for the present paper.
Notoriously, a model where voting is compulsory is the voter model (VM) [4, 5] , in that here every agent expresses a preference at each time step of the stochastic dynamics. In addition, political positions in the VM differ only by their tag, just like candidates in the word of mouth model. The reason why a simple toy model such as the VM could effectively reproduce the universalities of real elections and their breaking patterns lies in the guiding principle of complexity theory that a complex behavior often emerges from simple rules. Of course, the model needs to be properly adapted to catch the main features of the intra-party dynamics in proportional elections with compulsory voting, yet much is already present in the literature:
• First of all, the VM is a binary model, unfit to describe elections with more than two candidates.
This difficulty is easily overcome by turning to the multi-state variant considered with different purposes in [6, 7, 8, 9] .
• Secondly, the stochastic dynamics of both the binary VM and its multi-state variant drives ultimately the system towards consensus, a uniform state where all agents share the same political preference. A quantitative description of consensus formation in the multi-state VM has been recently given in [10] in terms of mean field theory (MFT). Needless to say, consensus states have been nowhere near observed in political elections, thus they should not be contemplated by any serious attempt to describe empirical data in a semi-realistic fashion. The simplest way to avoid them seems to be the use of stubborn agents (also known as zealots), that is to say agents who never change political preference, while taking part in the stochastic dynamics as opinion donors. Zealots have been originally introduced in [11] in the framework of the binary VM and have been subsequently used to investigate several aspects of opinion dynamics (see for instance [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] ). They have also been used in the context of the multi-state VM, see for instance [18] for an analysis of the three-party constrained VM in presence of committed agents. In principle zealots can model both political activists and candidates. In the present paper, we use them as list candidates.
• Thirdly, if candidates exert their influence on the neighbor voters by letting them change opinion according to the passive interaction rule defining the VM, their effect at macroscopic level depends certainly on the topological structure of the social network they are part of and the long-range competition they engage with other candidates. This is to a large extent unexplored to-date. We consider a voter network partitioned into non-overlapping cliques (sub-networks where the agents are all pairwise connected), all having the same size. Each clique hosts one candidate and candidates belong all to the same party. Voters belonging to different cliques are then stochastically connected via Erdős-Rényi links. This kind of network resembles somewhat the small-worlds model by WattsStrogatz [19] , the differences being that i) cliques in the latter are overlapping before rewiring, ii) in our model there is no re-wiring at all, iii) the Watts-Strogatz model converges to an Erdős-Rényi network as the rewiring probability increases, whereas our network model converges to an almost complete graph upon increasing the frequency of the inter-clique links. In a sense, cliques play in our proposal a rôle analogous to the stochastic trees in the word of mouth model by FC. Yet, voters belonging to different trees never interact directly, whereas inter-clique interactions are essential to the opinion dynamics of our model.
We study the distribution of the excess of votes at equilibrium by means of Monte Carlo simulations and, in a range of values of the model parameters, we observe distributions resembling roughly that of Brazilian elections. An analytic description of the numerical results is at least partly possible thanks to MFT, but in order to take into consideration the specific topology of the network, MFT has to be formulated in terms of clique variables. Using the standard machinery of the Master Equation [20] , we perform a Kramers-Moyal expansion and derive the corresponding Fokker-Planck (FP) equation. The drift equations obtained by suppressing the diffusion term in the latter can be analytically solved. Average values are thus calculated exactly and show a perfect agreement with those obtained numerically. In order to solve the complete FP equation, we simulate the stochastic process associated to it and discuss the effect of time discretization by considering two different recipes to enforce boundary reflections.
Here is a plan of the paper. In sect. 2, we define precisely the network, the stochastic dynamics and the thermodynamic limit of the model. In sect. 3, we report on some Monte Carlo simulations of the autocorrelation time, the average values of the clique variables and the distribution of the intra-party excess of votes. In sect. 4, we derive the FP equation and calculate the average values in MFT. Sect. 5 is devoted to a discussion of the stochastic process associated to the FP equation. Conclusions are drawn in sect. 6 . In appendix A, we discuss some theoretical aspects of an expansion of the probability density of MFT based on Dirichlet distributions. Specifically, we examine the analytic structure of the contributions to the distribution of the excess of votes arising from it.
2 Definition of the model
Voter network
We consider a social network described by an undirected graph G = (V, E). An element x ∈ V represents a voter, while an edge (x, y) ∈ E indicates the acquaintance x, y ∈ V share. Each voter expresses a political preference as an element of W = {1, 2, . . . , Q}, with Q ≥ 2. We denote by X = W V the space of voter configurations: if η(·) ∈ X and x ∈ V , then η(x) represents the political preference of x in η(·). We assume that Z = {z 1 , . . . , z Q } ⊂ V is a special subset of voters. Elements of Z are identified with list candidates and fulfill η(z i ) = i at all times, i.e. the state space is actually a proper subsetX ⊂ X. We denote by V 0 = V \ Z the set of the dynamic voters. We also assume that G decomposes into Q cliques of equal size, each hosting a candidate. More precisely, we first introduce a partition
, with C i ⊂ V and
(2.1)
Then, we group edges according to the position of their end-points in {C i } by defining the sets
We finally request (x, y) ∈ E ii , ∀x, y ∈ C i . In addition, we assume that candidates are disconnected from cliques different than their own: given 1 ≤ i, j ≤ Q and i = j, (z i , y) / ∈ E i,j , ∀y ∈ C j . Connections between different cliques are random and modeled according to an Erdős-Rényi model with link probability p ∈ (0, 1], namely given i = j , x ∈ C i /{z i } and y ∈ C j /{z j } , then prob{(x, y) ∈ E ij } = p .
(2.5)
We now introduce some definitions, which set-up the language of the clique MFT and are used in the sequel. Given η(·) ∈X, we define Accordingly, v k = |η k | represents the number of votes for the candidate z k in η(·). Analogously, we define
k represents the subset of voters for the candidate z k belonging to C i and we denote by v
k | the number of votes for z k within C i . From our definitions, it follows trivially that
owing to the presence to the opposing zealot z i . By consistency, we have
Along the same lines, we define
For k = m, η km represents the subset of edges for which a voter for z k may turn into a voter for z m in η(·) and the other way round. Analogously, we define 10) and for k = m, we interpret η
km as before, except that now the transition may only occur owing to an interaction between a voter in C i and one in C j . Obviously, we have
km .
In Fig. 1 (top left) we show a network sample with |V | = 600, Q = 6 and p = 0.01 1 , where candidates are highlighted. In the same figure (top right), we show the average structure of the adjacency matrix 1 the graph has been produced by using Gephi with a Force Atlas layout, see ref. [21] A of the network model at Q = 6, corresponding to sorting the elements of V according to an ordering function s : V → {0, 1, . . . , |V | − 1}, such that
Diagonal blocks A kk represent intra-clique acquaintances, probabilistic Erdős-Rényi links populate the off-diagonal blocks A ik and thick-white borders indicate the absence of extra-clique zealot-voter and extra-clique zealot-zealot links. Again in Fig. 1 (bottom) , we show some distributions of the voter degree for a network with |V | = 24,000 and Q = 24.
As mentioned in the introduction, this network model looks somewhat similar to the construction by Watts-Strogatz, provided we interpret p as the analogous of the rewiring probability, yet the reader will notice some relevant differences: i) both our network and the Watts-Strogatz one have a regular structure at p = 0, with the agents grouped into cliques. Nevertheless, in the Watts-Strogatz model cliques overlap partially, whereas in ours they are fully disconnected;
ii) as p increases, the Watts-Strogatz model becomes progressively disordered and it eventually degenerates to a random graph at p = 1. By contrast, the level of disorder of our network increases only up to p = 1/2. At larger values of p the network becomes progressively reordered, until it turns into an almost complete graph at p = 1 (recall that Z does not take part in the random wiring process);
iii) the average degree of our network is monotonic increasing in p.
Microscopic dynamics
A multi-state voter dynamics is assumed to run on top of G. A voter x ∈ V 0 waits an exponential random time with rate γ = 1, at which she flips to the vote of one of her neighbors, chosen with flat probability. The microscopic state at time t is an element η(·, t) ∈X. As already stated in the previous section, zealots keep their vote constant, i.e. η(z i , t) = i for i = 1, . . . , Q and t ∈ [0, ∞). All other observables change in time. The microscopic dynamics is rigorously defined in terms of the Markov generator of the process, 13) an operator acting on the set C(X) of the cylinder functions onX. Here, we denote by
the microscopic state following a transition of voter x in favor of candidate z k , while 15) represents the corresponding transition rate. Note that the sum over x defining the Markov generator extends to V 0 , while the adjacency vector adj V (x) includes all neighbors of x in V , to reflect the active rôle of the candidates as opinion donors. In the sequel, we focus on the stochastic trajectory of the vector v = {v
, which evolves in a subset of {0, 1, . . . , |V |/Q} Q×Q subject to the constraints
Thermodynamic limit
We wish to investigate the statistical properties of the model in the thermodynamic limit |V | → ∞. In order to ensure that this limit is taken along a trajectory of constant physics, the geometric set-up has to be rescaled as |V | increases. To this aim, we look at the average degree of the voters, E|adj V (x)| with x ∈ V 0 , where the expectation is taken over the network ensemble described in sect. 2.1. It holds
where 18) represent the intra-and extra-clique average degree. We keep both δ in and δ out constant as |V | → ∞, which is trivially achieved by imposing 19) with ω 1 1 and ω 2 > 0 two independent constants. Each pair (ω 1 , ω 2 ) makes the model approach the thermodynamic limit along a specific trajectory. Universalities, if there are at all, should be defined as invariant properties of the model in the thermodynamic limit with respect to different choices of (ω 1 , ω 2 ). For later convenience, it is worthwhile defining the fractions
20) 21) representing the probabilities of intra-and inter-clique interaction, i.e. the probabilities that a change of η(x) occurs due to an interaction of x with a voter belonging to her same clique or to a different one.
Scaling variables
In the thermodynamic limit, the vote vector v has an increasingly large number of components, each ranging between 0 and ω 1 (besides contributions from candidates). For this reason, we introduce the normalized variables
In terms of these, eq. (2.16) reads
number of votes received by candidate z k from voters in the i-th clique
contribution to the excess of votes of candidate z k from the i-th clique eq. (2.22)
state vector of the system PVM(φ) probability density of the state vector in the VM P off VM (x) marginal probability density of the off-diagonal state variables φ
marginal probability density of the diagonal state variables φ
FVM(x) marginal probability density of the excess of votes in the VM eq. (2.27) PFP(φ) probability density of the state vector from the FP equation eq. (4.9)
FFP(x) marginal probability density of the excess of votes from the FP equation Thus, we see that the vector φ = {φ
lives on a Cartesian product of cut off simplices 
These are just the scaling variables considered by FC, expressed in the language of cliques. If P VM (φ) denotes the probability density of the normalized vote vector at equilibrium, then the probability density of φ k (which is independent of k as a consequence of the symmetries of the model) is represented by the marginal distribution
The reader should bear in mind that in the thermodynamic limit φ k ranges over an infinite set of discrete values, namely φ k = ω
1 . When ∆φ k φ k we can legitimately consider φ k as a continuous variable, but close to the lower bound ω −1 1 the quantization of φ k is unmistakable. Anyway, an exact representation of F VM (x) at all scales should be given in terms of Dirac delta functions, i.e.
in the thermodynamic limit.
A summary of the most relevant quantities considered in the present paper is reported in 
Monte Carlo simulations of the VM
As well known since [22] , competing candidates prevent the system from reaching exit configurations. The extremal states φ k = ω −1 1 behave like reflecting boundaries inX. They make the microscopic dynamics of the model run endlessly. After a transient depending on the initial state, the voter configuration reaches a dynamic equilibrium governed by P VM (φ). We explore this numerically by means of Monte Carlo simulations.
In the thermodynamic limit, the parameter space of the model is represented by the pairs (ω 1 , ω 2 ). At finite |V | the adjacency matrix becomes denser as ω 1 and/or ω 2 increase. Simulations become in this limit more and more demanding, owing to both an increasingly severe memory requirement to host the model on a machine and an intrinsic enhancement of the autocorrelation time, as we discuss in a moment. According to such restrictions and the computing power in our availability, we choose to simulate the model at ω 1 = 1,000.0, 2,000.0 and ω 2 = 0.3, 0.6, 0.9. For each pair (ω 1 , ω 2 ), we perform simulations at five values of |V |, so as to be able to observe clearly how the system approaches the thermodynamic limit. Simulation parameters are reported in Table 2 . For each set of values, we extract randomly 20 network samples at ω 1 = 1,000.0 and 40 network samples at ω 1 = 2,000.0 and average results over them. All simulations start from a random configuration of voters, with political preferences assigned independently with a flat probability of 1/Q.
Autocorrelation time
As usual in the language of Monte Carlo simulations, we define a sweep as a number |V |−Q of single-voter updates, so that on average each dynamic voter is updated once in a sweep. The autocorrelation time τ VM measures the average number of sweeps separating two statistically independent voter configurations. In order to simulate τ VM , we proceed as follows. Given two generic configurations η(·) andη(·), we define their overlap η(·)|η(·) as the fraction of voters sharing the same political preference, namely
Hence, we define the autocorrelation function as
At equilibrium, C(t) depends upon s only via statistical fluctuations, which are suppressed by averaging over Markov chains. It should be observed that at finite |V |, C(t) does not vanish as t → ∞. Indeed, any dynamic voter has a probability 1/Q of expressing the same political preference at times s and s + t even though η(·, s) and η(·, s + t) are statistically independent. Since the number of dynamic voters is |V | − Q, such finite probability gives a contribution of (
is due to the zealotry of the candidates. Thus, we conclude that
with an appropriate factor A, depending on the details of system but not on t. In particular, we note that C 0 → ω −1 1 in the thermodynamic limit. In order to extract τ VM from C(t), we introduce the effective autocorrelation time
From eq. (3.3) it follows that τ eff (t) depends upon t only via fluctuations. Instead of averaging over several Monte Carlo histories, we extract τ VM from a single Markov chain. An example is shown in Fig. 2 (top). This plot refers to parameters (|V |, Q, p) = (48,000, 48, 6.383 × 10 −3 ), corresponding to (ω 1 , ω 2 ) = (1,000.0, 0.3). It has been obtained according to the following procedure. Starting from a random voter configuration, we let the system relax to the equilibrium: 15,000 sweeps are largely sufficient to this aim. We then reconstruct C(t) from the subsequent 35,000 configurations by averaging the overlap of all those, which are separated by a time distance of t. From C(t) we compute τ eff (t) and look at the quartiles Q k (k = 1, 2, 3) of the distribution it generates in the range t ∈ [100, 600]: larger values of t can be certainly considered, yet the statistical noise becomes increasingly important. We take τ VM = Q 2 as our best estimate and ∆τ VM = max{Q 3 − Q 2 , Q 2 − Q 1 } as its uncertainty. Numbers depend on the network sample, therefore we average over several networks as explained above. Standard error propagation is applied upon averaging.
Results for τ VM are shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) together with the MFT prediction
which is derived in sect. 4. They admit a straightforward interpretation.
• As ω 2 → 0 the long-range competition among candidates reduces and the cliques converge to full consensus, each towards its own candidate. The size of the consensus domains is ω 1 close to this limit, thus one should expect τ VM ω 1 . MFT predicts indeed τ FP → ω 1 − 1. Candidates are responsible for the small correction of −1.
• Upon increasing ω 1 , the intra-clique consensus domains enlarge independent of ω 2 , thus making τ VM increase correspondingly.
• The long-range competition among candidates intensifies at larger ω 2 . The probability of producing consensus domains extending over different cliques increases correspondingly, thus enhancing τ VM .
• The statistical uncertainty on τ VM increases at larger ω 2 . Since inter-clique interactions intensify as ω 2 increases and consensus domains are progressively free to spread over different cliques, the variance of the distribution of τ eff along a single Markov chain increases as well. We finally observe that the MFT prediction τ FP coincides with E|adj V (x)| of eq. (2.17). This is not surprising, given the microscopic interaction rule of the VM: it suggests that on average a voter is ready to change political preference just when all her neighbors have changed their minds.
Marginal distributions and average votes
Having estimated the autocorrelation time, we can safely simulate the equilibrium distribution of the VM. Following an initial thermalization, we take a snapshot of the system every ∆t = kτ FP sweeps, with k an integer chosen so that exp{−k} < 1/Q. In this way we ensure that the exponential correlation of eq. (3.3) lies below the threshold C 0 . For instance, at the largest value of Q among those reported in Table 2 , we set k = 5. By collecting equally large numbers of voter configurations for each network sample at given parameters (|V |, Q, p), we reconstruct the marginal distributions of the scaling variables and their expectations
In Fig. 3 (top) we show P diag VM and P off VM at (ω 1 , ω 2 ) = (1,000.0, 0.3). Points represent results of the Monte Carlo simulations, while curves correspond to empirical fits to Beta distributions
The fit constants a and b, used in the plot and reported in Table 3 for all sets of simulation parameters, have been obtained by comparing the numerical estimates of mean and variance with the corresponding analytic expressions known for the Beta distribution, namely
The uncertainties quoted in Table 3 have been obtained by bootstrapping distributions from those simulated. The interpolation looks overall rather precise, though its quality worsens slightly at the largest values of |V |. In the thermodynamic limit the marginal distributions are indeed squeezed towards increasingly small values of the scaling variables, where quantization effects become non-negligible. At such low scales, any ansatz based on a continuous density is intrinsically unsuitable to describe the numerical data. The reader will certainly notice that the fit parameters are far from being uncorrelated. A close inspection to Table 3 suggests indeed the approximate distributional laws
with α = α(ω 1 , ω 2 , |V |) andᾱ =ᾱ(ω 1 , ω 2 , |V |) being characterized by a residual dependence on |V |, which is difficult to assess. We shall come back to eqs. (3.12)-(3.13) in Appendix A. For the moment, we just observe that, regardless of the analytic form of the distributions, diagonal and off-diagonal scaling variables look very similar, though they are not marginally identical. This makes us conclude that candidates do not exert a very strong influence on their clique mates at the simulation parameters considered. Nevertheless, the difference among φ 14) which is derived again in sect. 4. The agreement is very good. Moreover, we see that E FP [φ
k ] vanishes in the thermodynamic limit for i = k, while it keeps finite for i = k. The reason is that in this limit the vector φ includes just one diagonal component per clique and an infinite number of off-diagonal ones.
Distribution of the excess of votes
In Fig. 4 , we show the distribution of the intra-party excess of votes at all parameters of Table 2 . As mentioned in sect. 1, plots resemble roughly the distribution observed in the real Brazilian elections. A few considerations are due.
• We notice at first glance that the dependence of the distributions upon |V | is minimal:
is very close to the thermodynamic limit at all simulation parameters. Finite size effects are only visible along the right tails. This is in clear contrast with the substantial dependence upon |V | displayed by the marginal distributions. Although the model bears the FC scaling formally just in the thermodynamic limit, in practice F VM (x) scales very well also at finite |V |.
• The reader should be aware that the final lift of the left tails is fake. We have already observed in sect. 2.4 that φ k is a discrete variable. Its quantization cannot be neglected at scales comparable to ω −1
1 . In this region, a representation of F VM (x) as a histogram is meaningless, as the number of events falling within any bin (surrounding a Dirac delta) is independent of the bin size, while the height of the corresponding rectangle is proportionally inverse to it. The histogram becomes stable at φ k 5ω
1 , thus the last three to four points on the left should be ignored. We show them in Fig. 4 purposely to highlight the phenomenon.
• The central part of the distribution follows a power law F VM (x) ∝ x −α , with α depending on the model parameters. In particular, α increases with ω 2 .
• Unfortunately, the right tail of F VM (x) is not log-normal, at least at the simulation parameters of Table 2 . Since the distribution of the Brazilian data fits very well the FC universal curve at x 1 (as pointed out in [2] ), this appears to be a clear point of phenomenological weakness of our model.
• Establishing how F VM (x) depends upon (ω 1 , ω 2 ) is non-trivial. It would be tempting to introduce renormalization group concepts by investigating whether F VM (x) is invariant along some trajectory (ω 1 , ω 2 (ω 1 )), but simulations are CPU demanding and we have not explored this possibility yet.
In conclusion, upon evaluating the phenomenological valence of the model it should be certainly kept in mind that F VM (x) depends on just two parameters, so the model should be just taken as a rough prototype of more sophisticated (and realistic) constructions. Moreover, F VM (x) is in a sense a pure state distribution, in that it does not mix different values of (ω 1 , ω 2 ).
Clique MFT
Besides numerical simulations, MFT represents the simplest approach to studying birth-death models such as the VM. Its main benefit is the possibility of investigating the system in analytic terms. Although the Fokker-Planck equation of the model cannot be solved exactly (as we shall see below), it holds approximate information on the fluctuations ofφ, on the dependence of P VM upon the network topology, on the influence exerted by each candidate on her own clique and the others and on how the competition between candidates leads to the specific equilibrium discussed in the previous section. Therefore, looking at the MFT of the model represents a necessary step towards a full understanding of the distribution of the excess of votes.
In the framework of MFT, the system is described in terms of macroscopic states and its probability density follows from a Master Equation. The defining feature of MFT is the observation of the microscopic dynamics from a distance comparable to the size of the system. At this length scale, transition rates are obtained by counting over the whole network the agents, who are potentially responsible for the variation of macroscopic variables in a given state. This approach is pursued in [22] for the binary VM with zealots and in [10] for the multi-state VM with no zealots. Its main drawback is that overall transition rates bring no information about the topological details of the network. Thus, MFT fails to describe the system whenever topology plays an essential rôle in the microscopic dynamics.
In the context of the model introduced in sect. 2, cliques are the leading topological structures. Accordingly, it makes sense to increase the resolving power of MFT by observing the microscopic dynamics from a distance comparable to the size of a clique. To this aim, we observe that a single event where the vote of x ∈ V 0 switches from m to , occurs nowhere but the clique C i x. The transition turns the vote vector v into a new one v
if r = i , s = 1, . . . , Q . where ∂ t = ∂/∂t and w(v
We then notice that w is made of two contributions, describing events due to intra-and inter-clique interactions. Specifically, we have
To check the above expressions, the reader should keep in mind that: i) the only agents experiencing transitions are those in V 0 ; ii) candidates participate in the microscopic dynamics as opinion donors; iii) candidates do not take part in inter-clique interactions.
It should be also observed that, since we measure time in units of sweeps, an elementary transition occurs on average in a time interval δt = (|V | − Q) −1 . Since the network is made of Q cliques, a transition within a specific one occurs on average in a time interval which is larger than δt by a factor of Q. Accordingly, we set ∆t = Qδt = Q/(|V | − Q) = 1/δ in .
Thanks to the definitions introduced in eq. 
Kramers-Moyal expansion
Seldom can the Master Equation be solved analytically. Indeed, eq. (4.2) is of no exception. An approximation to it can be obtained by means of the Kramers-Moyal expansion, which upon truncation to second order yields the FP equation (see for instance ch. 7 of [20] ). To work out the approximation, we preliminarily express the transition rates in terms of the scaling variables and then expand eq. (4.2) in Taylor series at the target pointφ, where we wish to calculate the probability density. It is worth noticing some subtleties:
• The expansion parameter is identified here with the minimum variation of φ
1 , while in [10, 22] it is given by |V | −1 . In the thermodynamic limit the former stays finite whereas the latter vanishes. Therefore, the Kramers-Moyal expansion we perform in this paper is somewhat different than in standard MFT. Anyway, the Taylor series is expected to converge rapidly, provided ω 1 1.
• Differentiating the probability density with respect to φ
k is only possible provided the latter is assumed to be a continuous variable. Such assumption is certainly correct at φ • In the thermodynamic limit, it holds ∆t = (ω 1 − 1) −1 . Thus, we see that time is also quantized. Nevertheless, we treat time as a continuous variable under the assumption ω 1 1.
Having said that, a simple rescaling of the transition rates yields w φ
w φ φ
The result of the Kramers-Moyal expansion is the FP equation
where ∂ (i) = ∂/∂φ (i) . Not surprisingly, the analytic structure of eq. (4.9) reflects the specific topology of the network. The coefficient functions A (i) and B
(ij)
m depend on the transition rates via the standard formulae
Owing to the symmetries α (k)
b + a − , the above expressions can be brought to the simplified form
We thus see that B 
inter-clique symmetry: {φ
We finally observe that at equilibrium eq. (4.9) amounts to the local conservation law 19) with the vector current J (i) (φ) given by
In the context of the binary VM with zealots [22] , an exact solution of the FP equation has been obtained by just using the conserved current and a proportionality relation between the coefficient functions. In the present case, proceeding along the same lines looks rather hard. Indeed, since the problem has more than one independent variable, eq. (4.19) does not entail J (i) = const. In addition, the relation between
m is more complicated. Yet, we cannot exclude that smart tricks, which unfortunately we have not been able to find, do exist to solve the FP equation analytically.
It takes one page of scratch paper to work out the coefficient functions. A convenient representation, easy to implement on a computer, is given by
with τ FP having been defined in eq. (3.4). We see that as ω 1 → ∞ and ω 2 → 0, the diffusive coefficient function collapses to the expression found in [10] . The fate of the drift term in the same limit depends on the behavior of the product ω 1 ω 2 .
Autocorrelation time and average values from clique MFT
The drift equation obtained by deleting the diffusion term in eq. (4.9) is equivalent to a system of coupled linear differential equations,
The expression given in eq. (4.21) for the drift coefficient has been obtained upon applying the simplex constraints, thus it assumes = i. A more general expression, less compact but valid with no restrictions, is
We note that the term in square brackets on the second line is antisymmetric in the clique indices i, k. Upon summing both sides of eq. (4.23) over i, that term averages to zero. By using the identities
This equation is trivially solved by the function
Since the analytic form of ϕ (t) is now known, we can use k =i ϕ (k) (t) = ϕ (t) − ϕ (i) (t) to reduce all terms of eq. (4.23) to functions of the unknown ϕ (i) (t) alone. A little algebra yields
28)
Eq. (4.27) can be integrated exactly. The trick to do that is to multiply both sides of it by the integrating factor exp(βt/τ FP ) and to observe that
Since the indefinite integral of ϕ (t) is known, the solution to eq. (4.27) is given by
We observe that β 1 at all simulation parameters of Table 2 . Therefore, the time evolution of the average variables is dominated by two largely separated time scales. τ FP is the slowest mode: it governs the relaxation to equilibrium of the averages or -equivalently -the autocorrelation time of the model. In particular, we have 
Obviously, ϕ diag + ϕ off-diag = 1.
Numerical integration of the FP equation
It is well known that a multidimensional FP equation with probability density confined within a convex domain D is equivalent to a set of coupled stochastic differential equations with reflecting boundary conditions (b.c.) on ∂D. In the specific case of eq. (4.9) with b.c.
1 ), the equivalent stochastic process is given by
Figure 5 -Probability density of the ordered eigenvalue spectrum of B (i) conditioned toφ ∼ PFP at (ω 1 , ω 2 ) = (2,000.0, 0.3) and Q = 6, as obtained from numerically integrating eq. (5.1).
with the matrix C
As usual,
is a multidimensional bounded variation process (known as a Skorokhod term), increasing only when φ ∈ ∂T Q (ω −1 1 ). In this section, we report on some experiences of numerical integration of eq. (5.1), performed via the classical Euler integration scheme, first considered in [23] . Technical details follow.
First of all, we obtain the matrix C (i) numerically by performing a Cholesky factorization of B (i) at each time integration step. This requires B (i) (φ) to be positive definite for φ ∈ T Q (ω −1 1 ). Since we lack an analytic proof of this property, we check it numerically. Owing to the inter-clique symmetry given by eq. (4.18), the distribution of the eigenvalue spectrum λ = {λ k } Q−1 k=1 of B (i) is actually independent of i. We assume here λ to be increasingly ordered. In Fig. 5 , we show the distribution of τ FP · λ conditioned toφ ∼ P FP at (ω 1 , ω 2 ) = (2,000.0, 0.3) and Q = 6, as obtained by numerically integrating eq. (5.1) with dt = 0.001 and b.c. type 2 (see below).
Secondly, in sect. 4 we proved that in absence of the Wiener term, the autocorrelation time of eq. (5.1) equals τ FP . We have checked numerically that upon switching the diffusion term on, the autocorrelation time does not change significantly. Therefore, along all numerical integrations we retain only configurations ofφ separated by a number of integration steps Finally, we observe that depending on the precise definition of K(t), the equilibrium distribution of φ(t) at finite dt may be more or less close to P FP (φ). This problem has been investigated in general terms in [24] , where a normal reflection scheme at the boundary is adopted and the rate of L p convergence of the stochastic process as dt → 0 is discussed in full detail. Unfortunately, normal reflections are ill-defined on ∂T Q (ω −1 1 ) due to the edges of the simplices, thus we cannot follow [24] . Instead, we consider two algorithmic definitions of K(t). By lettingφ →φ denote the result of a given Euler integration step with φ ∈ T Q (ω −1 1 ), we define
• b.c. type 1 (accept-reject):
1 for some i, thenφ is rejected.
• b.c. type 2 (boundary projection): (i) < 0 for some i, , then we set (φ ) (i) ← 0 ;
.
(5.4)
In Fig. 6 we show schematically some examples of trajectories crossing ∂T Q (ω √ dt and then we minimize the overall χ 2 -function
with respect to a, b (1) and b (2) . Fits are statistically compatible with a convergence rate of √ dt for both b.c. This result agrees with the findings of [24] , despite the different b.c. there considered.
In Fig. 7 (bottom) , we compare the distribution of the intra-party excess of votes obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation of the VM at (ω 1 , ω 2 ) = (2,000.0, 0.3) and Q = 6 with the corresponding distributions obtained by numerically integrating eq. • all distributions coincide for x 0.01. Time discretization effects are negligible in this regime, whereφ(t) has larger components on average. Clique MFT matches very well the VM;
• by contrast the distributions obtained from the numerical integration of eq. (5.1) spread out for x 0.01. The lesser x, the closerφ(t) lies to ∂T Q (ω −1 1 ) on average. In practice, the regime of small x corresponds to probing frequently ∂T Q (ω −1 1 ), where boundary reflections become important;
• F FP (x) converges from below with b.c. type 1 as dt → 0 and from above with b.c. type 2. We have already observed that b.c. type 1 are repulsive, whereas b.c. type 2 are in a sense attractive. Therefore, the former depress F FP (x) at small x and finite dt, while the latter enhance it;
• F FP (x) has nothing to do with F VM (x) for x 0.01. In sect. 2 we have observed that close to the lower bound ω −1 1 , the variable φ k is quantized and consequently F VM (x) is a mixture of Dirac delta distributions. Clique MFT assumes φ k to be a continuous variable, thus its probability mass is spread continuously across the whole support [ω • an important point which is not discussed in [24] is the dependence of the convergence rate of the stochastic process as dt → 0 upon the physical dimension of the convex domain D. We observe a strong enhancement of the time discretization effects (the slopes of the curves in Fig. 7 (top)) as Q increases. This suggests the ansatz To sum up, clique MFT describes the VM rather well with respect to the autocorrelation times, the average values of the vote variables and the distribution of the excess of votes in the regime where the scaling vote variables can be approximately assumed to be continuous.
Conclusions
In this paper we explored the stochastic dynamics of the multi-state voter model over a social network, where people belong to cliques dominated by zealot candidates and contacts among different cliques are static and random. In the thermodynamic limit, the model is characterized by two parameters, representing respectively the size of the cliques and the frequency of the random contacts. We studied the equilibrium distribution of the vote variables by means of numerical simulations and analytic arguments based on mean field theory.
In a sense, the model corresponds to a reinterpretation of the word of mouth model by Fortunato and Castellano (2007) [1] in a framework where voting is compulsory. The distribution of the intra-party excess of votes observed by us differs significantly from the one characterizing the original word of mouth model, while it resembles roughly that observed in the Brazilian elections: the almost flat shapes pointing towards small values of the scaling vote variable (cf. Fig. 4 ) look phenomenologically encouraging (in a comparison with Fig. 2 of [2] ), yet a serious point of weakness is represented by the steepness of the opposite tail. It is difficult to say whether the latter is related to an excessive rigidity of the network considered, an excessive naïveness of the interaction rule or to some other neglected factor. After all, though inspired by real elections, the model is only a crude approximation of reality (e.g. cliques of ω 1 = 1,000 agents are certainly unrealistic), and its interest lies in its non-trivial dynamics.
It would be interesting to understand how the model depends upon its parameters over a wider spectrum of values than those chosen in this paper and to introduce additional sources of stochasticity (e.g. by making the size of the cliques fluctuate). It would be also interesting to simulate the model over different topologies, where the zealot candidates hold positions which are statistically symmetric within the network.
A better understanding of the analytic properties of the distribution of the excess of votes, at least in the context of the Fokker-Planck equation, seems to us unavoidable in order to learn how to improve the model. Some ideas are just sketched in Appendix A, to which the interested reader is referred.
It is well known that if X ∼ Dir(α), then X i ∼ Beta(α i , |α| 1 − α i ). Inferring from eqs. (3.12)-(3.13) that the clique vector variableφ (i) ≡ {φ
. . , α,ᾱ, α, . . . , α), with α,ᾱ set according to Table 3 andᾱ being the i th component of the parameter vector, could be not far from being correct: at least the argument suggests that Dirichlet distributions might play a relevant rôle in analytic representations of P FP (φ). On a more sound basis, we observe that
i.e. Dirichlet distributions with positive integer parameters form a basis of the vector space of multivariate polynomials. Thus, a representation of P FP (φ) as a polynomial series can be certainly given in terms of Dirichlet distributions as
where the sum in eq. (A.5) extends to all combinations α = {α (1) , . . . , α (Q) } ∈ N Q×Q of positive integers. In order to avoid complications, we have deliberately neglected the simplex cut off k =i φ (i)
in eq. (A.5): we shall assume for the time being that the support of
1 ) and come back to this point later on. From eq. (A.5) it follows
Before embarking on a determination of the coefficients c α based on the FP equation (which is anyway beyond the scope of this appendix), we should investigate the analytic structure of the integrals F α (x). To this aim, we make use of a well known formal trick based on the Fourier representation of the Dirac delta function 10) and the formalism of the Laplace transform
To start with, we observe that by virtue of eq. (2.26) many variables in eq. (A.9) can be integrated out. Accordingly, F α (x) boils down to
We process separately the three terms under the integral sign. First, we have
In particular, the second line of eq. (A.14) follows from i) a rotation of the Fourier integral representing the Dirac delta to the imaginary axis, ii) a subsequent exchange of integrals and iii) the Laplace transform of monomials. Similarly, we represent the marginal distribution β α
In particular, from eq. (A.15) it follows
The next step is to insert eqs. (A.13), (A.14) and (A.16) into eq. (A.12). Internal integrals over the φ's read Thus, we see that the contributions to F FP (x) arising from a polynomial expansion of P FP (φ) based on Dirichlet distributions are higher transcendental functions. Alternatively, by using once again the Laplace convolution theorem, we can express F α (x) as a nested integral In Fig. (8) we show F α(κ,κ) for some choices of (κ,κ). We see that all curves lie below F FP (x) by orders of magnitude along the tails, thus suggesting that contributions F α (x), where the indices α (i) j are not the same for i = j, cannot be neglected.
A.2 Cutting off the simplex
We finally explore how the Dirichlet distribution changes upon cutting off its defining domain. Specifically, we consider D α (x) = Z α (ω Thus, we see that depending on α d+1 , the impact of cutting off the integration domain (the Cartesian product of simplices), at the boundary on the Dirichlet integrals could be very small.
